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interest to him, he must be familiar with the commonest
forms of correspondence to friends, relatives, tradesmen,
-and the few types of officials to whom he may have
•occasion to address letters. Besides this, he should be
-able to use the language that he has learnt to speak in
writing on his own personal experience, his ordinary
•needs, wishes, hopes and fears ; and again, on some of
the matter met with in other subjects of his curriculum.
But on abstract subjects or on subjects not spontaneously
at work in his mind already, we must studiously avoid
setting him to write m E?iglish. The use of language
for developing fresh thought is the business of the teacher
•of the vernacular, not of the teacher of English, and if
the teacher of the vernacular neglects this duty, we may
xemember that it is also incidental to the teaching of
•other subjects of the curriculum, and that to exercise the
-pupil in thinking out fresh matter, or, which is much the
same thing, in trying to understand difficult ideas, is to
•divert his energies from practice in language to exercises
in thought. It is a cardinal principle—a principle of
•economy—i?i teaching a modern foreign language {or daily
use to avoid adding difficulty of matter to difficulty of
language. To do so is to divert time and effort we can
ill spare from our practice in language. It is to impose
two difficulties at the same time.
Grammar
With this rough preliminary statement of aims we
may proceed to suggest main principles of method. In
-doing this our aims will appear in greater defmiteness
and "detail. But we may conclude this chapter by a
reference to one omission that may perhaps have struck
the reader—$ie omission from our aims of any mention
•of grammar. There is, however, reason for this omission.
For if there is one principle as regards the'teaching of
grammar which the teacher of English will do wisely to
accept at the outset, it is that he need never troitble his
pupil with a knowledge of grammar rules so long as that
pupil can read, write, speak and understand English without
it. Just as Englishmen use their language correctly
without making conscious to themselves the rules of
grammar they are observing, so there is no need to make

